1. Activity patterns were recorded from 5 1 motoneurons in the fifth lumbar ventral root of cats walking on a motorized treadmill at a range of speeds between 0.1 and 1.3 m/s. The muscle of destination of recorded motoneurons was identified by spike-triggered averaging of EMG recordings from each of the anterior thigh muscles. Forty-three motoneurons projected to one of the quadriceps (vastus medialis. vastus lateralis. vastus intermedius. or rectus femoris) or sartorius (anterior or medial) muscles of the anterior thigh.
1. Activity patterns were recorded from 5 1 motoneurons in the fifth lumbar ventral root of cats walking on a motorized treadmill at a range of speeds between 0.1 and 1.3 m/s. The muscle of destination of recorded motoneurons was identified by spike-triggered averaging of EMG recordings from each of the anterior thigh muscles. Forty-three motoneurons projected to one of the quadriceps (vastus medialis. vastus lateralis. vastus intermedius. or rectus femoris) or sartorius (anterior or medial) muscles of the anterior thigh.
2. Anterior thigh motoneurons always discharged a single burst of action potentials per step cycle, even in multifunctional muscles (e.g., sartorius anterior) that exhibited more than one burst of EMG activity per step cycle.
3. The instantaneous firing rates of most motoneurons were lowest upon recruitment and increased progressively during a burst, as long as the EMG was still increasing. Firing rates peaked midway through each burst and tended to decline toward the end of the burst. 4 . The initial, mean, and peak firing rates of single motoneurons typically increased for , faster walking speeds. 5 . At any given walking speed, early recruited motoneurons typically reached higher , firing rates than late recruited motoneurons.
6. In contrast to decerebrated cats, initial doublets at the beginning of bursts were seen only rarely. In the 4/51 motoneurons that showed initial doublets, both the instantaneous frequency of the doublet and the probability of starting a burst with a doublet decreased for faster walking speeds.
7. The modulations in firing rate of every motoneuron were found to be closely correlated to the smoothed electromyogram of its target muscle. For 32 identified motoneurons, the unit's instantaneous frequencygram was scaled linearly by computer to the rectified smoothed EMG recorded from each of the anterior thigh muscles. The covariance between unitary frequencygram and muscle EMG was computed for each muscle. Typically, the EMG profile of the target muscle accounted for 0.88-0.96 of the variance in unitary firing rate. The EMG profiles of the other anterior thigh muscles, when tested in the same way, usually accounted only for a significantly smaller fraction of the variance. 8. Brief amplitude fluctuations observed in the EMG envelopes were usually also reflected in the individual motoneuron frequencygrams.
9. To further demonstrate the relationship between unitary frequencygrams and EMG, EMG envelopes recorded during walking were used as templates to generate depolarizing currents that were applied intracellularly to lumbar motoneurons in an acute spinal preparation. By adjusting the resting membrane potential and the scale factor from voltage to current, impaled motoneurons could be made to generate bursts of action potentials that closely resembled the bursts recorded from motoneurons when the EMG records had been originally obtained. 10 . We conclude that in unifunctional muscles, the fluctuations normally observed in EMG reflect ongoing changes in a central driving function that is common to the entire active motoneuron pool. This result suggests that, in unifunctional muscles, the wholemuscle EMG signal can provide accurate and rather detailed information about the net input to the motoneuron pool. We find no need to postulate special pathways for recruitment of the different motoneurons activated during walking. Active motoneurons appear to differ only by their intrinsic thresholds and the strength of inputs that are common to the motor pool during this task.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The input-output properties of mammalian motoneurons have been extensively studied for cat lumbar motoneurons projecting to the hindlimb musculature (reviewed in 4, 5, 15, 38) . Intracellular current injection has been used to study the effect of synaptic input on the discharge of individual motoneurons (e.g., 1, 2, 27). Until recently, however, relatively little was known about how motoneurons actually fire during movements. The development of the mesencephalic cat preparation provided the opportunity to record the discharge of hindlimb motoneurons during controlled locomotion on a moving belt (36, 42) as well as in the paralyzed "fictive" case (24, 25, 32) . The natural firing patterns of cat hindlimb motoneurons during normal locomotion, however, had not been observed due to technical difficulties in obtaining secure motoneuron or motor-unit recordings in moving animals. This paper presents a study of the natural activity patterns of individual motoneurons innervating cat anterior thigh muscles recorded during normal walking on a motorized treadmill. The methodological approaches to recording extracellular potentials from single motoneurons, identifying the muscle of destination, measuring axonal conduction velocity, and determining the unitary recruitment threshold are described in a companion paper (1 8). Two other papers address the special case of sartorius motoneurons that were found to be partitioned into three independent locomotor task groups (1 9) and the reflex responses . of anterior thigh motoneurons to cutaneous inputs during locomotion (28) . Preliminary reports have been published (20) (21) (22) 39) .
METHODS
The electrodes used to record the activity of single motor axons and the electromyogram (EMG) of individual cat hindlimb muscles are described in a companion paper (18). We detail here the processing of the signals recorded during locomotion and the analytical approaches used to evaluate properties of the discharge patterns of single motoneurons.
Selection of units for analysis
We selected for this study 43 of 164 ventral root units recorded from 9 cats, based on the following requirements: the unitary recordings from the ventral root fiber were of sufficient quality to ensure accurate spike isolation from the raw microelectrode record; axonal conduction velocity was obtained from spike-triggered averaging of femoral nerve cuff records; bipolar recordings of the EMG from the target muscle were available; the recordings were obtained as cats walked at several different treadmill speeds. In addition, we analyzed in detail the discharge patterns of two motor units that were discriminated from the EMG of the medial portion of sartorius and we included them in this sample.
Determination of target muscle by spike-triggered averaging
The electromyograms were obtained by indwelling bipolar electrodes (18) from the four heads of quadriceps (vastus intermedius, VI; vastus medialis, VM; vastus lateralis, VL; rectus femoris, RF) plus the anterior and medial portions of sartorius (SAa, SA-m). EMG signals were amplified, filtered (0.05-5 kHz), and recorded on magnetic tape (DC-10-kHz bandpass) along with ventral root (VR) microelectrode recordings, femoral nerve cuff recordings, analog records of muscle length and muscle force, treadmill speed, and a master time code from an IRIG-B time code generator/translator (Datum 9300-100).
Spike-triggered averaging was performed either on-line or by retrieving data from magnetic tape. The natural discharge of a single VR axon, recorded by a microelectrode during walking, was isolated using a threshold and window discriminator (similar to Bak DIS-1). Each occurrence of a discriminated spike triggered the sweep of a four-channel signal averager (Nicolet 1174). The VR record and three of the six anterior thigh EMG records were delayed 1-5 ms using a pretrigger buffer and each channel was sampled by the averager every 20 ps. The procedure was then repeated for the same VR record and the EMGs from the three remaining anterior thigh muscles. Between 5 12 and 2,048 sweeps were usually needed to resolve single motor-unit potentials reproducibly and convincingly. Examples were given in a companion paper (Ref. 18, Fig. 5 ). Reproducibility of spike-triggered averages was always verified by the results of partial accumulations during repeated averaging and by subsequent averaging of different data segments. Figure 1 panels show the treatment of single-unit data (left column) and of EMG records (right column). The discharge of one or a few motor axons recorded by 1 of up to 12 "hatpin" microelectrodes implanted chronically in the L5 VR (18) was amplified -7,000-fold and recorded on FM tape. Each microelectrode recording was played back from magnetic tape, filtered (1-10 kHz bandpass), and one or more single units were separated on the basis of spike amplitude and shape, using two window discriminators in tandem. Each occurrence of a dis-. criminated spike caused the generation of a brief acceptance pulse, which was registered by the computer (Digital PDP 11/23). The time of occurrence of an acceptance pulse was measured to the nearest millisecond. An oscillographic hard copy (5-kHz bandpass; Honeywell Visicorder 1058) of the raw microelectrode recording and associated train of discriminator acceptance pulses provided visual confirmation of the accuracy of spike acceptance. When necessary, the computer data files were later edited in two ways: falsely accepted events were deleted and spikes that had missed being accepted by the window discriminators (because of coincidence with a spike from another unit or with noise or because of fluctuations in amplitude) were added. In the data files used in this study, 4 % of all spikes required editing. The requirement for editing was usually greatest for faster treadmill speeds because the average unitary firing rates increased and additional, previously silent, higher-threshold units were recruited. Both events contributed to an increased chance of spike shape distortion through superposition. Recordings at higher treadmill speeds than those shown here were often available, but were not used for this study because the uncertainity in correcting for spike acceptance errors became unacceptably high.
Data acquisition

Computation of the instantaneous unit 'ffrequencygrarn"
Each spike in a burst was assigned a value of instantaneous frequency equal to the inverse of the time interval since the occurrence of the previous spike. The frequency of the first spike in a burst reflected the time elapsed since the occurrence of the last spike in the previous burst. Since data files were started between bursts of activity of the motoneuron of interest, the frequency of the first spike in a file was defined, arbitrarily, as the inverse of the time elapsed since the file was started. In this study, the instantaneous frequency of first spikes was not analyzed. Only their time of occurrence mattered.
Treatment of initial doublets
Four of the 5 1 motoneurons that comprised this study exhibited initial doublets in occasional steps (units IllB22, L2A33, MSU10, and Q4A8). We considered an initial doublet to have occurred when the interval between the first and second spikes in a burst was <20 ms and the interval between the second and third spike was longer. For the purpose of analyzing the scaling between the frequencygram and the EMG profile we edited out the second spike of initial doublets. In such cases we always displayed the scaled frequencygram both with and without second spikes (see Fig. 1 1) . Deleting second spikes caused a slight reduction in the computed instantaneous frequency value of third spikes. Later spikes in a burst were not affected.
Computer processing of EMG data
For the purpose of analysis, the EMG signals were retrieved from magnetic tape and played through pulsed sample-and-hold integrators (similar to Bak Electronics PSI-1). In a few cases (6 units) some of the EMG records had to be filtered further (200 or 500 Hz, high pass) prior to integration to eliminate movement-related artifacts. The pulsed integrators were externally triggered every 4 ms and produced accurate area-under-the-curve measures of EMG, which were read by the computer. The 4-ms intervals were synchronized by the originally recorded time code signal so as to guarantee that sampling intervals were repeatable despite any fluctuations in tape speed or starting point.
A typical file stored in the computer consisted of 16 s of data obtained during walking on a belt moving at a constant speed. Since cats sometimes advanced in spurts and thus the stepping rate could vary, we verified the regularity of walking from simultaneously videotaped records. A data file consisted of the times of occurrence of all spike acceptance pulses and the values of EMG amplitude for 4,000 consecutive samples taken at 4-ms intervals.
Mathematicaljtting of unitary frequencygrarns to EMG projles
For the purposes of numerical analysis and visual display, the data were digitally processed as follows (see Fig. 1 ). The EMG files were digitally smoothed (15-point moving average) to eliminate high-frequency components while still preserving features with frequency components of up to -33 Hz. The smoothed EMG profile was then computer fitted to the points representing the unit's frequencygram, according to the simple multiplicative relation
where F(t) is the instantaneous frequency of motoneuron discharge, t is the set of occurrence times of spikes, and E(t) the value of the smoothed EMG profile at such times. K, the scaling constant, was adjusted to minimize the mean squared difference between the points and the scaled EMG profile value at the times of occurrence of spikes. In preliminary work (39) we investigated the advantages I of including the unit's threshold of recruitment as an additive constant T
but we found that, in general, the simpler relation of Eq. I gave a fit of equivalent quality (see Fig. 3 , B and C). We therefore used Eq. I for the bulk of the analysis presented in this paper.
We evaluated the quality of the fit from the coefficient of determination, r2 (where r = correlation coefficient). This gave the fraction of the total variance in motoneuron discharge that could be accounted for by fluctuations in the EMG profile. For each motoneuron, we superimposed a plot of r2
given by each muscle, with the plot of motor-unit potential amplitudes recorded in each muscle (see Fig. 4 ). This provided a visual comparison of the agreement between I) target muscle identification using spike-triggered averaging and 2) correlation between the frequencygram of a motor unit and the EMG profiles of each of the anterior thigh muscles.
In pilot trials, we also considered whether the smoothed EMG waveform should be translated back in time, to account for conduction delays in axonal spike propagation and action potential propagation along the muscle fibers. We tested the effect of translating the EMG waveform 5-10 ms back in time, to line up the occurrence of the ventral root spike with the peak of the corresponding muscle unit potential (see, e.g., Ref. 18, Fig. 5B ). We used the equation
where the conduction delay C varied between 5 and 10 ms. Since Eqs. 1 and 3 gave fits of comparable quality, we used Eq. 1 for the rest of the analysis.
Determination of motoneuron threshold for a treadmill speed of 0.5 m/s
The threshold of recruitment of a motoneuron was defined as the instantaneous value of the digitally filtered EMG at the time when the first spike in a burst occurred, normalized with respect to the peak EMG. Average threshold values were computed from 16-s data epochs of constant-speed walking as described in the previous paper (1 8). For most units (20132) we recorded useable data at a belt speed close to 0.5 m/s (k0.05 m/s), as well as at two or more additional belt speeds. We then calculated the threshold value corresponding to 0.5 m/s [called T(0.5)] by interpolation (see Fig. 6C , Ref. 18). For 9/32 units, we could only obtain useable data at speeds either below 0.45 m/s or above 0.55 m/s, but since we had data for at least three belt speeds we linearly extrapolated the computed thresholds to estimate T(0.5). For the remaining 3/32 units we were not able to estimate T(0.5) from the available data.
Zntracellular stimulation
Lumbar motoneurons were impaled with glass pipette microelectrodes in cats anesthetized with intravenous pentobarbital. The target muscle was determined from the antidromic resvonses elicited tion delivered through the bridge of the electrometer. The current waveform was generated by comvuter to revlicate the smoothed EMG vrofile re-I current waveform, monitored membrane and processed the resulting trains of action potentials through a window discriminator and an interspike-interval converter (similar to Bak ISI-1) to obtain the instantaneous frequencygram. We then adjusted the current until the resulting firing patterns of the impaled motoneuron best matched the firing patterns recorded during walking from a motoneuron that had projected to the muscle chosen as current template.
RESULTS
Sample size
Discharge patterns during locomotion were analyzed for 5 1 L5 VR motoneurons that were shown, using the technique of spike-triggered averaging (18), to project along the femoral nerve and thus innervate one of the anterior thigh muscles. For 43 of these motoneurons, the muscle of destination was also identified by spike-triggered averaging onto EMG electrodes, allowing a determination of recruitment threshold and correlations between single-unit discharge and the activation pattern of the target muscle. Thirty-two motoneurons for which data of sufficient quality were available at several treadmill speeds were studied in the greatest detail using the computer fitting approach. This sample included two motor units that were recorded directly from the SAm muscle EMG in cat M on days 3 and 10.
The potentials recorded from these motor units were sufficiently large and characteristic to allow clean discrimination from the background EMG. The observations reported here are based on the 32 units analyzed using the computer fitting approach. However, another 19 motoneurons that projected to the anterior thigh and over 100 other discriminated L5 VR units, probably motoneurons projecting to trunk or hip muscles, showed the same general features in their discharge patterns. 
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, motoneurons motoneurons as well, even though the SA-a EMG consisted of two bursts of activity per step cycle (one during the stance phase and At any given of we one during the swing phase) and a similar patfound that individual anterior thigh moto-tern was sometimes seen in RF for faster gaits. neurons 1) were reliably IWXUited when the Other st>ecific as~ects of motoneuron recruitgle burst of action potentials per step cycle. anatomically complex muscle are addressed These findings applied to RF and sartorius in the following paper (19).
I
Modulation of the firing rate of motoneurons during locomotion
Anterior thigh motoneurons showed marked modulation in their firing rates within a burst as well as from step to step. The examples in Fig. 2 show typical activation patterns for two motoneurons: a low-threshold motoneuron that innervated the RF muscle in cat C (unit C7A20; CV = 66 +_ 7 m/s) and a higherthreshold motoneuron that innervated the VL muscle in cat G (unit G2A4; CV = 87 f 9 m/s).
Motoneuron C7A20 was reliably recruited early in the development of each burst of RF EMG as the cat walked at 0.2 m/s ( Fig. 2A) .
At this slow speed, the RF EMG record appeared to consist of relatively few motor units. The instantaneous frequency of motoneuron C7A20 was low at the beginning of each burst and thereafter increased roughly in parallel with the increasing EMG in its target muscle. Motoneuron firing rates as well as EMG amplitudes peaked midway through each burst and declined toward the end of each burst. This unit typically fired its last spike of each burst as the EMG was declining and was about to cross a level equivalent to the threshold for recruitment. In this sense, the threshold for de-recruitment of this motoneuron was roughly similar to its threshold for recruitment. The modulations in motoneuron firing continued to parallel the profile of the RF EMG even during the unusual protracted second step shown in Fig. 2A .
Motoneuron G2A4 was reliably recruited when the VL EMG reached -85% of its peak value during slow walking at 0.12 m/s (Fig.  2B) . The instantaneous frequency of this motoneuron was typically highest early in its recruitment. From then on its firing rate declined progressively, showing modulations that resembled the features of the smoothed VL EMG. Notably, motoneuron G2A4 persisted firing long after the EMG in its target muscle had declined below the recruitment threshold value. As a consequence, and in contrast to unit C7A20, G2A4 had markedly different thresholds of recruitment and de-recruitment. 
Computed correlations between the unitary fveguencygram and the EMG profile of its target muscle
The instantaneous frequencygrams of 32 motoneurons were computer fit to the rectified smoothed EMG of each of the anterior thigh muscles by multiplying the amplitude of the EMG waveform bv a suitable scaling factor K motoneuron was more closely correlated to the smoothed EMG of its target muscle than to the EMG of any other anterior thigh muscle. As shown below, a simple multiplicative function of the target muscle EMG profile typically accounted for most of the variance (0.88-0.96) in the frequencygram of a motoneuron during locomotion, a property that persisted for all speeds of locomotion investigated.
A representative example is shown in Fig.  3 . Motoneuron Ml lA8, active during the stance phase, was found to innervate the RF muscle on the basis of spike-triggered averaging. A plot (described in Ref. 18 ) that compares the amplitude of the motor-unit potentials recorded in each muscle is shown in Fig.  4 (solid lines). The unit frequencygram was fit to the EMG profiles of the five relevant anterior thigh muscles (see METHODS, Fig. 1 ). Visual inspection of Fig. 3 suggests that the closest fit was provided by the RF muscle EMG ~rofile. at least for the four stem shown. profile matched this shape closely, whereas the vasti tended to peak earlier in each burst and turn off more gradually. SA-a had stance-phase EMG bursts of considerably different shape, with dual peaks early and late in each burst, and consequently provided a poor visual fit. Computation of the best mathematical fit for each muscle, based on 16 s of data comprising of the variance in the instantaneous frequency of this motoneuron. Best fits using the other muscles could account only for 0.67-0.84 of the variance. This finding was reproduced at two other available treadmill speeds, 0.14 and 0.25 m/s. Two factors seemed to account for . during walking at 0.37 m/s) was fitted to the EMG of a different muscle in consecutive panels. The fraction of the total variance in unit frequency that was accounted for by each EMG profile is shown at right. The RF EMG provided the best fit. Through the use of spike-triggered averaging, RF was also shown to be the target muscle of motoneuron M11A8 (see Fig. 4 ). See text for definitions.
the tightness of the RF correlation: first, the Relationship between motoneuron overall shape of the typical RF burst was clos-frequencygram jits and the results of est to the shape of the motoneuron burst; sec-spike-triggered averaging ond, step-by-step variations in amplitude as
To test how consistently the frequencygram well as higher-frequency fluctuations in the RF of a motoneuron was best fit by the EMG pro-EMG envelope best reflected the M11A8 mo-Ne of the "target muscle" identified with spiketoneuron activity.
triggered averaging, we compared the two plots Fig. 4 . These units were recorded from the same cat within a 3-day period, so the configuration of the implanted EMG electrodes was the same. The motor-unit potential amplitudes obtained with spike-triggered averaging are plotted as filled circles joined by solid lines, with calibrations shown along the right ordinates. For two motoneurons, M 1 1 A8 and M 1 1A 10, the plots that resulted from spiketriggered averaging suggested quite unambiguously that RF was the target muscle. For unit M5A 10 the potentials recorded by RF and VL were of similar amplitude and the VI and SAa potentials were not much smaller. However, one of the VL EMG electrode wires had broken, forcing the "monopolar" recording of the VL EMG to be referred to a distant ground. Spike-triggered averaged "monopolar" potentials could often be of large amplitude even when the motor unit actually resided in another muscle, but they usually consisted of somewhat lower-frequency components. This information, plus the lower frequencies contained in the smaller VI and SA-a potentials, suggested that RF was also the target muscle of motoneuron M5AlO. 
Confirmation of target muscle from best fits
For all three units shown in Fig. 4 , the best fit was provided by RF, the same muscle identified by spike-triggered averaging. We found, in general, that the "target muscle" of a motoneuron determined by spike-triggered averaging (an "anatomical" property deriving from the morphological localization of the motor unit within the anterior thigh muscle group) was also the muscle that generated EMG bursts that reflected most closely the activation characteristics of the motoneuron (a "physiological" property). For 18 knee extensor motoneurons in the sample of 26 (69%), the two methods, spike-triggered averaging and variance estimation, resulted in the same choice of target muscle. For another 4/26 motoneurons (15.5%) the choice of target muscle , suggested by spike-triggered averaging was the second choice based on variance estimation, or vice-versa. For only 4/26 motoneurons , (1 5.5%) the results of spike-triggered averaging and variance estimation did not agree. However, in three of these four cases, one or several of the EMG electrodes had become monopolar. In such cases we found that the computer fits gave less ambiguous results.
Interestingly, two of the motoneurons in Fig. 4 had low thresholds of recruitment (M11A8, 3%; M5AlO,9%) and the third mo-manner that generally resembled the shape of toneuron had a higher threshold (M 1 1A10, the corresponding RF EMG bursts. 85%). The threshold value did not have any
In contrast, motoneuron M11AlO (bottom influence on the generality of the finding of panel of Fig. 5A ) had a high threshold for rehigh correlation between the identification of cruitment. It was recruited when the RF EMG target muscle based on spike-triggered aver-reached 73 _+ 12% of its average peak EMG aging and on frequencygram fits.
value for this speed of walking. This meant that MllAlO was active during a relatively brief portion of each step, mainly during the &~eral relationship of motoneuronfiring second half of the activity burst of the RF to target muscle EMG muscle. During the steps shown in Fig. 5A , Typical discharge patterns characteristic of motoneuron Ml 1 A10 fired 6, 7, 6, 5, 6, and high-and low-threshold motoneurons are 6 spikes, respectively. However, its peak freshown in Fig. 5 , for the two RF units recorded quency of discharge was comparable to the simultaneously (M5A10 and M11AlO) as cat lower-threshold motoneuron M5A10 for the M walked uniformly at a belt speed of 0.48 same steps. m/s. In Fig. 5A , the amplitude of the smoothed A comparison of the frequencygrams of the RF EMG was scaled to fit the frequencygram two motoneurons indicated that the lowof each motoneuron, by choosing the value of threshold unit, M5A10, tended to reach a K that minimized the summed square of the rounded plateau midway through the activity distance from the frequencygram dots to the period. The peak firing frequency attained for EMG profile. The best fits were calculated each step varied less than the peak RF EMG from 16 s of data that included the 5 s of data and occurred as, or slightly before, the RF shown in Fig. 5A . By coincidence, the value muscle EMG reached its peak for each step. of K was the same (K = 0.03 1) to optimally The high-threshold unit M1 lAlO, in contrast, fit the frequencygrams of the two motoneu-fired sharper bursts that only peaked late in rons, in spite of marked differences in their each step, later than the RF muscle EMG, althresholds and in the total number of spikes though the peak frequencies appeared to fired per step. match closely the amplitude of the RF EMG Figure 5A exemplifies features shared by all peaks attained in individual steps. 32 motoneurons analyzed by the fitting ap-
The differences in the shapes of frequenproach. First, each motoneuron was reliably cygrams of high-and low-threshold motoneurecruited as the EMG profile of its target mus-rons prompted us to test whether frequencycle reached a reproducible value. Motoneuron grams might be better fitted by the net portion M5A10 had a low threshold for recruitment, of the smoothed EMG of the target muscle. of the order of 9 k 7% (SD) of the average This meant subtracting a constant value, the value of peak EMG reached by the RF muscle threshold of the unit, from the EMG profile at this speed of walking. A vertical line, drawn (see Eq. 2). Examples of fitting the net RF at each time of recruitment of the motoneu-EMG to the frequencygrams of the same two ron, intersected the EMG profile at the thresh-motoneurons are shown in Fig. 5B , for two old EMG value for that step. The length of steps taken at a speed of 0.14 m/s. In the botthe vertical line indicates 1 SD about the tom trace of Fig. 5B , the thresholds of the two mean threshold value for all steps taken during units are superimposed onto the full RF EMG that 16-s epoch. The mean threshold is dis-profile. In practice, for low-threshold motoplayed in Fig. 5A as a thin horizontal line. neurons, the approach of Eq. 2 did not rep-, M5A10, a low-threshold motoneuron, was re-resent a major change from the simpler fit of cruited early in each RF EMG burst and fired Eq. 1, because only a small DC component trains of action potentials that lasted almost was subtracted. In contrast, for high-threshold as long as the EMG burst itself. In Fig. 5A , motoneurons it could represent a potentially unit M5AlO fired 12, 12, 10, 12, 12, and 14 important change because only the shape of spikes during the six bursts. The peak fre-the "tip" of the EMG profile was used for the quency of firing was 30-35 spikes/s during fit. However, in pilot trials the goodness of fit each of these steps.
Step by step, the frequen-turned out to be roughly comparable using cygram was modulated in a characteristic Eqs. 1 or 2. This finding may have been due to the magnified variance in the smoothed net EMG profile. For this reason, we used the simpler approach of Eq. 1 for the 32 units reported here.
fit : F(t)=K*E(t)
For the examples shown in Fig. 5A , the fractional variance accounted for by the RF EMG fit was 0.89 for unit Ml lAlO and 0.92 for unit M5AlO (see Fig. 4 ). When tested across the population of units recorded, no systematic differences were detected in the quality of fit obtained for high-, medium-, or low-threshold motoneurons using the whole target muscle EMG as template (Eq. I).
Dependence of motoneuron discharge rates on the speed of locomotion
A finding common to most recorded motoneurons was that their firing rates reached higher levels at faster treadmill speeds. An ex-0 ample is shown in Fig. 6 , where the activity of a VM motoneuron [unit L3A6; CV = 1 17 m/s; T(0.5) = 60%] was recorded at four belt speeds ranging from 0.5 to 1.2 m/s. At the fastest speed the cat was trotting rather than walking, causing the larger excursions of the knee extensor muscles (vasti length trace). The two steps shown for each speed are representative of continuous recordings obtained as the cat stepped steadily for at least 30 s at each speed. For increasing speeds, the following features emerged: 1) the amplitudes of the Paynter-filtered VM EMG (1 8) and the patellar force increased; 2) both the average and peak frequency of discharge of the discriminated motoneuron, L3A6, increased; 3) the duration of VM EMG and patellar force decreased; 4) the duration of the motoneuron bursts decreased, and 5) the number of motoneuron spikes per burst decreased. In ad-HG. 5 . Computer fits for a low-threshold RF motoneuron, M5AlO and a simultaneously recorded high-threshold RF motoneuron, MI 1AlO. A: result from using Eq. 1, where the full EMG profle was fitted to the frequencygrams. The mean threshold for each motoneuron is indicated by a horizontal line and the standard deviation of the threshold is indicated by vertical segments at the times of occurrence of the first spike in each burst. Treadmill speed in A: 0.48 m/s. B: result from using Eq. 2, where the magnitude of the corresponding threshold was subtracted from the RF EMG before fitting each frequencygram. The two motoneurons are the same as in A but the data epoch is different. The bottom panel shows the RF EMG and the average thresholds (+l SD shown at left) for the two units. Treadmill speed in B: 0.14 m/s. Further description in text. dition, it can be seen that the motoneuron attained its peak frequency during each burst at approximately the same time as the VM EMG reached its maximum value for that step. Figure 7A shows that the speed-dependent discharge behavior observed for unit L3A6 was a general finding. Figure 7A shows the behavior of the seven motoneurons that were recorded from cat L for several belt speeds. (An 8th motoneuron, unit L2A33, was excluded from this analysis because it exhibited occasional high-frequency initial doublets; see below.) To obtain the data points in Fig. 7A , the peak values of firing frequency during each motoneuron activity burst were averaged for all the bursts that occurred during the 16-s data stretch analyzed for each speed of locomotion. (Curves of nearly identical shape were ob- tained by averaging mean firing frequencies, rather than peak values; not shown.) For all motoneurons, the peak (and mean) firing frequencies tended to increase with treadmill speed. There were only three exceptions to a strict monotonic upward trend for all units at all speeds: motoneurons L3A4 and L4A4 on day 4, and motoneuron L4A14 on day 14. In those three cases, the motoneurons had reached unusually low discharge frequencies at the second lowest of the walking speeds tested (indicated by arrows in Fig. 7A ), when compared with the lowest speeds tested.
Interestingly, for the three unusual cases the rectified and smoothed EMG of the corresponding target muscles had also reached lower peak values at the second speed than at the slowest speed of walking. An example is given in Fig. 7B , where the average peak EMG values generated in SA-a on day 14 and on day 42 are displayed at comparable treadmill speeds. The disparity in the trends for the two lower speeds of walking in the 2 days suggested that, on day 14, cat L had somehow changed its muscle recruitment strategy when adjusting to a transition in treadmill belt speed. This hypothesis was confirmed by plotting the average stepping rates that cat L used during each 16-s data file from which Fig. 7A was compiled. The result is shown in Fig. 7C . On most days, ranging from day 4 to day 42 postimplant, cat L had increased its stepping rate gradually and progressively as the belt speed was increased; most of the data points in Fig.  7Cwere well fitted by a smooth curve. On two occasions, however, the cat stepped at a faster rate in response to the first transition in belt speed. The exceptions corresponded to day 4 at 0.52 m/s and day 14 at 0.7 1 m/s, which are exactly the occasions when unusually low motoneuron firing rates were observed in Fig. 7A and unusually low peak EMG was observed ' in the target muscle in Fig. 7B . The conclusion was that cat L had taken more frequent steps at those particular recording sessions. Of necessity, the amplitude of each step was reduced in order for the cat to maintain a constant forward speed on the moving belt. Consequently, the amplitude of EMG generated in the anterior thigh muscles was lower than average for that speed of walking, and the reduced level of drive was also reflected in the peak discharge rates of individual motoneurons. This example serves to demonstrate further the tightness of the relationship between the firing rates of individual motoneurons and the EMG levels of their target muscles. It also demonstrates the variety of parameters that define, and must be monitored to describe, motor behavior in an intact freely moving an-
With due consideration of the exceptions in the data of Fig. 7A , we concluded that the firing rates of individual motoneurons gener-* ally increase monotonically for faster speeds of locomotion. The increase in firing rates can be considerable. The average slope in Fig. 7A indicates that cat anterior thigh motoneurons tend to increase their firing rate by --10 spikes/ s in order to increase walking speed by 0.6 m/s, in the range between 0.4 and 1.2 m/s. The relation between motoneuron discharge rate and treadmill speed is probably not linear: the firing frequencies of individual units probably tend to saturate for higher speeds, although we could not collect sufficient data at high speeds of locomotion to confirm this. Additional details of the relationship between motoneuron firing and target muscle EMG profile at different speeds of locomotion emerged from the computer fitting strategy. The example shown in Fig. 8 was a highthreshold motoneuron, unit L7A29, which was fitted to the VM EMG profile at three belt speeds, 0.53, 0.68, and 1.16 m/s. This motoneuron was recruited when the VM muscle reached 83% of its peak value at the lowest speed of walking shown, 0.53 m/s. As can be seen in Fig. 8A , at 0.53 m/s this motoneuron was not reliably recruited; for one weaker step it did not reach threshold, and the VM EMG also did not reach the computed threshold level for this unit. For a 16-s epoch at the lowest speed of walking, unit L7A29 fired on average 1.9 spikes/step and reached an average peak frequency of 15.1 pps. When active, its instantaneous frequency was extremely well fitted by the VM EMG. The EMG profile accounted for 0.95 of the variance in the motoneuron firing rate.
At the somewhat faster walking speed shown in Fig. 8B, 0 .68 m/s, unit L7A29 was consistently recruited for every step. It fired more spikes per step (2.8 on average) and reached higher peak frequencies (20.6 pps). The instantaneous frequency continued to match closely the shape of the VM EMG, which accounted now for 0.93 of the variance. The scaling factor increased somewhat, from K = 0.041 for the slower speed, to K = 0.049. This meant that the EMG profile had to be multiplied by a slightly larger number in order to keep up with the unit firing profile. Thus, if the peak EMG was increasing linearly with treadmill speed (see Fig. 7B ), the firing frequency of this high-threshold motoneuron was increasing slightly more than the average VM motoneuron.
At the fastest recorded speed, unit L7A29 (then securely recruited; Fig. 8C ) fired 3.6 spikes/step and reached a mean peak frequency of 26.9 pps. The VM EMG profile continued to match closely the variations in frequency in the unit and could predict 0.90 of the variance during 16 s of data. The standard deviation for the recruitment threshold of walking, once this motoneuron was being recruited securely. The step-by-step variations in unit frequency kept pace faithfully with variations in the VM EMG profile (e.g., the 6th and 1 lth steps in Fig. 8C had weaker and stronger EMG than average but the frequencygram remained tightly matched). The best fit was given by K = 0.04 1, the same as for the lowest speed of walking. For most motoneurons the scaling factor K changed little over the whole range of belt speeds (see next section). These findings, taken together, suggested common to the entire pool of motoneurons . and this common drive was accurately reflected in the multiunit EMG. The high-threshold motoneuron L7A29 + (Fig. 8 ) was somewhat atypical in that the number of spikeslburst increased with treadmill speed. Most motoneurons tended to fire fewer or the same number of spikes per burst at faster speeds of walking. Figure 9A shows trends for seven motoneurons recorded in cat L. Since both the peak and the average frequency of firing increased and fewer spikes were fired per burst, motoneuron burst durations decreased markedly for faster treadmill speeds. This was consistent with decreased durations of EMG bursts at faster speeds in anterior thigh muscles active during the stance phase (see Figs. 6, 8 ; also Ref. 1 1).
Dependence of scaling factor K on speed of locomotion The variation in K as a function of speed is shown in Fig. 9B for 2 1 motoneurons. (A log- The data in Fig. 7A indicated that in cat L, CV = mls; T(0.5) = 7481; and MSUIO low-threshold motoneurons usually reached [SA-m, CV unknown, T(0.5) = 15ebl. Three higher peak frequencies than high-threshold of the four units projected to VI or VM, the 4 motoneurons at matched speeds of locomomuscles in the anterior thign. The fourth tion. The generality of this finding is further unit was actually discriminated from the SAdocumented in Fig. 10 , where the average peak EMG record during walking. It was a lowfiring frequencies reached '' motoneurons threshold muscle unit with a large potential at a belt speed of 0.5 f 0.05 m/s are displayed that was dearly visible in the raw EMG record against their T(0.5) Only One high-and could be isolated cleanly. Since this was RF mOtOneuron lAlO) deviated considered an important unit for further analfrom the trend by exhibiting high firing fre-ysi$ a special e~o r t was made to obtain a refquencies. The significance of this trend will be erence EMG record from the target muscle, addressed in the DISCUSSION. SA-m, that was not dominated by the motor unit under study. The large-amplitude brief-
Absence of initial doublets
duration contributions by the unit were An unexpected finding was that, in contrast electronically clipped out of the EMG record to locomotion in decerebrated cats (42), initial using a Schmitt trigger and a clipper. In this doublets at the beginning of bursts were seen way, a reasonable raw SA-m EMG signal was very rarely in normal cat locomotion. the aggregate activity of the other units in the muscle. The clipped EMG signal was then processed in the usual way (Fig. 1 , right column) to obtain a smooth profile of the targetmuscle EMG. This allowed us to apply curvefitting analysis to the discharge patterns of MSU 10.
An example of a motoneuron that fired initial doublets, unit L2A33, is shown in Fig. 1 1A. The raw VR microelectrode and VI EMG records are shown for three steps taken at a belt speed of 0.32 m/s. Unit L2A33 produced the largest spikes visible in the upper trace. At this sweep speed, the occurrence of closely spaced doublets at the beginning of the first and third bursts is apparent only from the thickening of the trace (arrows). Following the occurrence of each doublet, the next interspike interval was considerably longer than average. This was consistent with observations in decerebrated cats (24, 42).
For unit L2A33, which we were able to record at several speeds, the probability of starting a burst with a doublet decreased for faster walking. The example in Fig. 1 1, B and C shows data collected while walking for 16 s at 0.32 and 0.85 m/s. The target muscle EMG is shown only for reference; with doublets present the vertical scales were not adjusted for best fit. The occurrence of initial doublets is signaled by the presence of second spikes with high frequency at some steps (circled data points). In Fig. 1 1 B , high-frequency interspike intervals (>50/s) occurred in 9 out of 15 steps, or 60% of all steps. At the faster speed ( Fig.  1 1 C) , high-frequency initial doublets occurred in only 9 out of 28 steps, or 32% of all steps. In addition, at the slower speed the average frequency of the initial doublets was 142 pps, whereas at the faster speed the average frequency of the initial doublets was only 1 18 pps. Thus both the incidence of initial doublets and their instantaneous frequency declined at the faster speed of walking.
In all four units that often fired initial doublets, the instantaneous frequency for the rest of the motoneuron burst still showed marked modulations that were closely correlated with the target muscle EMG profile. This was in contrast to data obtained previously from decerebrated cats (24, 42; see DISCUS-SION). The examples in Fig. 1 1, D and E show the same data shown in Fig. 1 1, B and C, but this time the second spike in any doublet was deleted and the resulting "edited" frequencygram was fitted to the EMG profile as was done for other motoneurons. Once the doublets were deleted, a very good fit was obtained. The VI EMG profile accounted for 0.91 and 0.87, respectively, of the variance in the L2A33 frequencygram in Fig. 1 1, D and E.
Intracellular stimulation in acute experiment
The finding that the frequency modulation of motoneurons generally mirrored the target muscle EMG envelope suggested to us that the filtered EMG might reproduce accurately a central driving function that would cause motoneurons to fire as they do. To test this notion we used digitally filtered EMG envelopes (from recordings obtained during normal walking) as templates to generate depolarizing currents that were applied intracellularly to lumbar motoneurons in a conventional anesthetized acute spinal cat preparation. Figure  12 shows an example of results obtained in a plantaris motoneuron.
We used as template the filtered EMG recorded from RF in cat M on day 10. By fine adjustments of the DC offset and input signal amplitude, we converged empirically on a combination of parameters that caused the output of the plantaris motoneuron to closely resemble the instantaneous frequencygram of motoneuron M5A10 (last trace in Fig. 12 ). Unit M5A 10 had been recorded simultaneously with the RF EMG that was used as template. Its original frequencygram was displayed on an oscilloscope, as a guide to converge on the stimulation parameters. Note that the artificially generated burst and the naturally generated burst have similar shapes and also the peak frequencies reached for each burst are similar. The only discrepancies occurred at the end of the bursts, where it was not possible to obtain a more precise match.
In the same experiment, by making the DC bias more negative and increasing the phasic gain, we caused the plantaris motoneuron of Fig. 12 to fire bursts of action potentials that closely resembled the activity characteristic of the high-threshold motoneuron M 1 1A 10 (see Fig. 3) , rather than the low-threshold motoneuron M5A 10. Indeed, in several instances we were able to make an impaled lumbar motoneuron behave like either a low-or a highthreshold motoneuron during locomotion. The result of this experiment strongly suggested that 1 ) the smoothed EMG recorded from a given muscle appeared to resemble closely the net synaptic drive that reached lumbar motoneurons during walking, and 2) low-and high-threshold motoneurons in a given muscle appeared to receive the same common driving signal and to differ primarily in the absolute strength of their synaptic input and/or their intrinsic current threshold, L which together determined their recruitment threshold.
f
DISCUSSION
Close relationship between a-motoneuron freguencygrams andjltered EMG projles of target muscles
The most important general finding of this study was that for all anterior thigh a-motoneurons active during walking, the modulations in firing frequency closely resembled the modulations in the amplitude of the rectified filtered EMG recorded simultaneously from the appropriate target muscle. This finding has the following implications.
IN UNIFUNCTIONAL MUSCLES, A SINGLE LOCOMOTORY DRIVING FUNCTION IS EX-PRESSED IN ALL ACTIVE (U-MOTONEURONS.
During locomotion at speeds between 0.1 and 1.3 m/s, every active motoneuron appears to be driven by the same net synaptic input as all other active motoneurons that innervate the same target muscle. No special modes of recruitment need to be postulated during walking. Active motoneurons appear to differ only in their intrinsic threshold and the synaptic strength derived from common sources controlling the entire pool. Evidence was provided by the comparable quality of the fits to frequencygrams of high-, medium-, and lowthreshold motoneurons given by the target muscle EMG and also by the ability to replicate with intracellular stimulation the locomotory discharge patterns of low-or highthreshold motoneurons using the same EMG profile as current template.
Our terminology of "low-, medium-, or high-threshold" units is only meant to reflect their recruitment order within the limited population of units that are recruited at speeds of locomotion of up to 1.3 m/s. Therefore, this conclusion is not necessarily in conflict with demonstrated differences in synaptic input of peripheral and central origin to slowand fast-type motoneurons in mixed-type muscles (14, 26, 33) . During locomotion up to 1.3 m/s, probably only type S and type FR motoneurons are recruited (18, 40, 41). It remains possible that different patterns of synaptic drive may be impressed onto yet higherthreshold type F motoneurons (4) that are likely called into action at greater levels of locomotory effort (e.g., fast trot, gallop) or in the performance of other tasks like jumping, paw shaking (37), or rapid postural adjustments (34, 35) .
The finding of a single common drive applies to the unifunctional muscles VI, VM, VL, and also RF. The latter muscle provides an apparent paradox. The locomotory role of RF, often classified as a "hip flexor" (32) , remains obscure. In reduced cat preparations the phase of the step cycle in which RF is active depends on the level of brain stem section. In intercollicularly decerebrated "mesencephalic" cats RF fires pure flexor bursts (9, 13, 32; S. Rossignol, personal communication). In decorticated cats, the phase of activity of RF can be completely reversed (from extension to flexion) by tonic exteroceptive input (32) . In our recordings from normal cats, RF typically produced a single EMG burst per step cycle, during the stance phase (see Figs. 3, 5, and 12 ). On occasion, however, we also recorded a small EMG burst during swing, consistent with earlier reports for normal cats (8) and findings for decorticated cats during trotting (32) . However, none of seven identified RF motoneurons was ever observed to fire extra spikes during swing. The origin of the swing-phase RF EMG remains a mystery. Possibly a separate population of motoneurons, from which we did not record single units, is responsible for the second burst, in analogy with sartorius (l9,28 and see below). Alternatively, only a few motoneurons might fire two bursts, but we did not encounter such units.
IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL MUSCLES, MOTO-NEURONS CAN BE CLASSIFIED INTO LOCO-
MOTORY TASK-DEPENDENT GROUPS. Motoneurons innervating sartorius (SA-a or SA-m) are functionally classified into three task-dependent groups that are independently activated during the step cycle. The special case of sartorius motoneurons is treated in detail in the following paper (19). For each group of motoneurons in SA, however, the same considerations regarding a single locomotory driving function apply as for the vasti and RF muscles.
THE FILTERED EMG PROFILE REFLECTS THE NET SYNAPTIC DRIVE TO A MOTONEURON
POOL. The characteristic fluctuations in the amplitude of the smoothed EMG recorded from anterior thigh muscles appear to reflect ongoing changes in the strength of the net synaptic drive, rather than being dominated by random occlusions in the waveforms recorded simultaneously from many motor units or variability in the electrical coupling between EMG electrodes and muscle fibers. Evidence is provided by the close correlation typically found between fluctuations in EMG and in the frequencygram of individual motoneurons. For SA, the EMG profiles recorded from different muscle regions reflect a superposition of the activity of the corresponding motoneuron task groups (1 9).
A consequence of practical value is that EMG profiles recorded from unifunctional muscles can provide useful, accurate, and quite detailed moment-to-moment information about the net synaptic input to the motoneuron pool. Recording EMG from individual muscles is considerably easier than recording single motor units. Our results imply that the information content in the frequencygram of a single motoneuron and in the smoothed EMG profile of a unifunctional muscle are, for practical purposes, equivalent.
MOTONEURON FIRING PATTERNS DIFFER
IN NORMAL AND DECEREBRATED CATS. The normal patterns of motoneuron activation are fundamentally different from patterns described earlier for hindlimb motoneurons of decerebrated cats (22,42). In intercollicularly transected "mesencephalic" cat preparations made to walk on a moving belt by electrical stimulation in the brain stem, motoneurons J typically fire uniform bursts consisting of a high-frequency (100-300 pps) initial doublet, following by a longer interpulse interval and 3 a train of impulses at a fairly constant "preferred discharge rate" (36, 42). Similar observations apply to paralyzed mesencephalic cats in "fictive" locomotion (24), to higher-level "premammillary" decerebrated cat preparations that can walk spontaneously (22) and to curarized spinal cats injected with L-DOPA (7).
Zajac and Young (42) found that 80% of all dividual active motoneurons, neither the value hindlimb motoneurons fired initial doublets of the scaling constant, K, nor the coefficient in most bursts during decerebrated cat loco-of determination, r2, changed appreciably with motion at 0.45-1.34 m/s. Only 1 out of 70 speed of gait. This means that the mean and recorded motoneurons was not ever observed peak frequency of individual motor units and to fire doublets. In contrast, we found that over the mean and peak EMG grew in parallel dur-90% of all motoneurons did not fire doublets ing normal cat locomotion up to a trot. How-' during normal cat locomotion at 0.1-1. 3 ever, we also observed that the recruitment m/s. For the 4/5 1 motoneurons that did, the thresholds of individual motor units were disincidence of doublets decreased at higher tributed throughout the whole range of EMG, walking speeds.
at all speeds of locomotion tested. Therefore, This discrepancy cannot be attributed to a the EMG activity grew not only in simple prosystematic difference in the motoneuronal portion to the increased firing rates of units subpopulations recorded. Doublets have been that were recruited early, but also as a conreported for flexor as well as extensor moto-sequence of the recruitment of additional moneurons in the L5, L,, and S, ventral roots tor units. A surprisingly linear relationship (22, 24, 42). Motoneurons have been shown between unit frequency and whole muscle to be recruited in order of increasing CV in EMG persisted over a wide range of effort, apnormal cats (18), which is the typical pattern parently as a result of just-sufficient increases of recruitment in decerebrated cats during in occlusion of the EMG. stretch reflexes (3, 16) and presumably also
The finding that higher-threshold motoduring locomotion (41, 42). Instead, the un-neurons had consistently lower firing rates derlying reason for the difference must lie in than lower-threshold motoneurons for matched some other systematic change introduced by speeds contradicts earlier findings on the decerebration. For example, the recent finding "tonic" vs. "phasic" firing behavior of lowthat decerebration causes long-lasting changes and high-threshold motoneurons in reduced in the intrinsic membrane properties of spinal preparations (10) . It also highlights the apparmotoneurons, leading to a sustained motor ent importance of rate coding in motoneurons discharge in response to brief excitatory inputs with lowest recruitment threshold. Such units (23), may also be related to the higher inci-were often observed ( Fig. 10 ) to reach and exdence of initial doublets found in decerebrated ceed 35 spikes/s even at 0.5 m/s (a modest cats. speed of walking for a large male cat) and generally increased their peak discharge at the av-5. RELATIVE ROLES OF RATE CODING AND erage rate of 10 spikes/s per additional 0.6 NEW RECRUITMENT IN NORMAL CAT LOCO-m/s increase in walking speed (Fig. 7A) . The MOTION. Deriving information on single "textbook" notion that low-threshold cat momotor-unit recruitment from recordings of toneurons plateau at frequencies of --10 pps whole muscle EMG alone is a notoriously dif-(e.g., Ref. 12) is a serious misconception. Sevficult problem (e.g., 17, 29). Both the sum-eral studies of human motor-unit discharge mation of motor-unit potentials contributing during isometric contractions (6, 30, 3 1) also to a recorded EMG and the summation of agree with our finding of substantial rate codmotor-unit forces involve several complex ing in cat hindlimb motoneurons. 
